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Out in Albany
During the drive back from Albany and
the MAAC basketball tournament, the other
sports writers and I realized a few things.
First, it's going to be interesting how the
womenls team gels next year. Second, the
men's team has a chance to be a contender
in the conference next season. Third, you
should never order catfish from a hotel.
(Your stomach will thank you if you heed
this advice.) And finally, how desperate are
you for food if you order a Bluffin from a
gas station?
The men's basketball team survived to win
17 games, despite losing four of five starters
down the stretch. It's a testament to head coach
Ed Cooley and the way his players responded
to the adversity that the team made it to the
MAAC semifinals with Fairfield's first win the
Tournament since 2003.
Next year, with the return of junior Anthony Johnson and sophomore Warren Edney
along with a completely healthy junior Greg
Nero, the team could be one of the top teams
in the conference. Lyndon Jordon '11 and
Yorel Hawkins ' 11 began to flourish when
they were given more opportunity as the injuries mounted. The experience of this young
team, along with the returning players makes
next season outlook much brighter.
The women's basketball team endured
some up-and-down stretches this year, and
next year may be more of the same. When
head coach Joe Frager took over the team two
years ago, he inherited a veteran-laden team.
Now after this season, most of those players
are gone. Seniors Megan Caskin, Baendu Lowenthal, Lauren Groom and Shireyll Moore
have all been vital to the team's success, but
they played their last game on Saturday.
Now, Frager will turn to his own
recruits, including MAAC All-Rookie
Team freshman Desiree Pina and classmate Tayrn Johnson, a forward who has
provided a spark off the bench for the Stags
this season. Returning, he will rely on junior Stephanie "Inspector Gadget" Geehan,
who set the MAAC single-season record
for blocks this year and the only remaining
starter from this year's team.
For those of you who don't read women's
baskeball articles, first let me thank you for
actually reading one now. I should put myself
on the front page more often. And second,
Frager. loves the analogy of Geehan being
Inspector Gadget because of her long arms.
Either that, or he's just a huge Don Adams
fan. I think the jury's still out.
The potential for great things is there
and Frager seems to be bringing in some
good players, but it remains to be seen how
he will choose to put it all together.
Students might look at the results from
both teams (losses in the MAAC semifinals)
and still think "Fairfield sucks," but the reality is that hiring both Cooley and Frager a
year apart is beginning to seemingly set the
programs up for a solid future.
The new question becomes: Can the
teams rise above just being "solid" to being
on the same level as Marist for the women or
Siena for the men? Programs of that nature
take years to build along with a few special
players. With Frager and Cooley at the helm,
the potential is there. But for now, like Dodgers fans, we'll wait until next year.
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Twiceas
nice
University announces
2009 commencement
speakers
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI
Contributed Photo

Alongside the Dalai Lama, Barack
Gbama, Lance Armstrong and Miley
Cyrus, who have earned themselves a spot
on TIME Magazine's 100 Most Influential
People of 2008, is this year's Fairfield
University commencement speaker.
Dr. Peter Pronovost '87, is currently
a professor at Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine and has just been named
this year's commencement speaker.
Pronovost developed a health care
safety "checklist" that is saving countless
lives around the country, which brought
him such attention and honor to be added
to TIME'S Most Influential People of

Under the influence: Dr. Peter Pronovost '87 was named to TIME Magazine's 100
Most Influential People of 2008 for his work on health care safety.
2008 list in the Scientists and Thinkers
category. Pronovost was also recently
selected as one of the 25 MacArthur
Fellows, making him the only Fairfield
alumni to ever receive this honor.
In the first 18 months that Michigan
hospitals began to implement Pronovost's
"checklist," the number of hospitalacquired infections at typical Intensive
Care Units (ICU) in Michigan dropped
from 2.7 percent to zero, saving more than
1,500 lives, according to TIME.
When he was a student at Fairfield, Prono-

vost always knew he wanted to be a doctor.
"I wanted to get into a top medical
program and do something that would
make a difference in the :■•"'" INSIDEworld," said Pronovost i QVRTOON •
in an exclusive inter- ::
.
P. 5
view with The Mirror. '■
:
"I wanted to grow intellectually, but also
spiritually, socially and emotionally."
Pronovost is quick to attribute
the impact of his Fairfield education

'

Remodeling registration

In a move to facilitate the registration
process, the Fairfield Registration Committee
has decided that students will now register for
all courses at the same time online, starting
with the registration period at the end of April
for the fall 2009 semester.
. In a memo to faculty and students from
Mary Frances Malone, associate vice president
of academics and chair of the committee, cites
that the new process will shorten the time it
takes to register, assign privilege to students
based on class rather than major or minor
and will "enhance [the students'] educational
experience."
Before, students had advising for one
■: week, then major and minor
INSIDE:
• registration, and then core
EDITORIAL
• and elective registration.
P. 5
• Time slots were assigned
by random lottery numbers.
Now, the grouping is done alphabetically within
each class.
"Everything is the same as you did it before," said Robert Russo, the University registrar. "We just do away with you coming to our
office for registering for majors and minors."
The advising period still remains the
week before registration. Scholars and varsity athletes will still precede the alphabetical groupings. Now students, though, must
independently register for everything through

JUST,.,,,.
CLICK rr'"
wvvw.tairrieldmirror.com
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"Stag-approved beverages" Find out the drink of choice
of Fairfield students.p. 5.

StagWeb at their assigned time.
Normally, the rising sophomores would
register in the library with help from the Dean
of Freshmen Debnam Chappell. Now they will
join the rest of the student body in the online
process. If they require additional guidance,
however, Chappell and her staff will still be in
the library to assist them.
The committee finalized the change with
student input. Student representatives Elizabeth
Ingham '12 and Kelly Young '10 both serve on
the committee board.
"There were too many dates before; it was
a lot to remember all at once, and it was too
confusing," said Ingham.
She said that this was a concern voiced by
a majority of the FUS A Senate.
Malone stressed in a meeting with The
Mirror's editorial board that students still must
receive their PIN from their advisors. The
committee added a day to the advising period,
giving students an extra 24 hours to retrieve
their PIN.
"That doesn't mean that you can't go see
your advisor before advising period though,
so you don't get caught in the crush," said
Malone.
The class of 2010 will begin registration
this year on April 14. Students can log in at
their assigned time slot and can continue to
do so until 8 a.m. the next day. After 8 a.m.,
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.

"Giving their time, making a
difference" — Reaction from
students who went on Spring
Break trips. See p. 7.

"After long delay, everybody
is watching" — Reviews of
"Watchmen." See p. 9.

"Bitter sweet ending"
—Coverage of the men's and
women's MAAC basketball
tournament. See p. 16.
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Now completely online, electives and majors/
minors for each class register at the same time
BY KRISTEN MCMANUS

SEE "UNIVERSITY" ON P.
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where we wish a happy birthday to Jeff and Kagdis. If you would like you're
friends mentioned here, contact The Mirror and pay a nominal charge.

University to have two commencement
ceremonies for first time
CONTINUED FROM P.

BY COURTNEY KERN

Afghani citizen denied student visa
Rafi Khetab, an Afghani citizen who was accepted
in Georgetown's School of Foreign Service class of
2012, has not been able to receive a student visa to
study this year. Khetab's requests have continuously
been turned down. According to the article, the United
States government is afraid that he would not return
home after finishing his studies at Georgetown. It has
also been difficult for Khetab to apply for a visa in his
own country.
"Until last year, all Afghan applicants had to
travel all the way to Pakistan, a neighboring country
to Afghanistan, for a U.S. visa, because the American
Embassy in Kabul, Afghanistan wasn't operational and
thus was not issuing any student visas," Khetab explained. "Now, as of February 2009, the U.S. Embassy
in Kabul, Afghanistan started issuing student visas and
the next time I'll be applying for a visa will be here in
Kabul for fall 2009."
Source: The Hoya

Htaamttsfl
U2 performs free concert
U2 performed for Fordham University students in
a free concert on Friday, March 6. The concert was also
filmed for Good Morning America. U2 played two sets
of music its latest album, "No Line on the Horizon."
The Fordham administration notified the public that the
concert was meant only for Fordham students and faculty
members who possessed Fordham IDs.
Many people tried to climb the sharp fences surrounding the Bronx, N. Y. campus and some were even
let in by campus security. Students sold their Fordham
ID cards online for high prices due to the popularity of
the concert.
Source: New York Times

Students convert vegetable oil into fuel
Three junior chemistry majors at Loyola New
Orleans have created biodiesel fuel using vegetable oil
for their Biodiesel Generation project. The students,
Hunter Fontentot, Michelle Chatelain and Brian Hays
have been able to convert this oil to fuel with an $8,000
dollar grant called the Richard Frank grant which was
issued by the Student Government Association. Meeting
twice a week to convert this fuel, they create about 40
gallons each week.
Although they do not have a biodiesel engine, the
students would like to now test their fuel. They are offering their fuel to anyone on campus with a biodiesel
engine for free as long as they are willing to participate
with this experiment. The only difficulty thus far facing
the students was when a barrel of their fuel was either
stolen or thrown out mistaken for waste. They have since
chained their barrels to the school's dumpsters.
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had on his life.
"From the Jesuits, I learned to think creatively, integrate concepts into a strategy and then have the discipline
to focus and execute," said Pronovost. "I think my commitment to impact health care globally comes from my
family and Jesuit education."
Pronovost is honored to be asked to give this year's
commencement address.
"It is hard to explain what it feels like to be invited to
give the commencement speech to the school your father,
your brothers and you graduated from. I'm delighted,
nervous, but delighted," he said.
In the time between now and when he will give his
commencement address in May, Pronovost encourages
seniors to "seek balance in life."
"It is not easy to keep a balance, but some practical
Contributed Photo
tools help. So many pressures today drive us to focus Two for one: For the first time, Fairfield will have two
solely on monetary success. Though they provide stuff, separate ceremonies for both undergraduate and graduate school commencements, featuring Dr. Peter Pronovost
they do not lead to happiness," he said.
He encourages students to focus on their relationships and Mathy Mezey (above) respectively.
and highlights the importance they have on one's life.
"Your relationship with God, with your self, with your
In his speech, Pronovost said he will encourage stufamily and with others: This is where we are able to know dents to think globally and challenges them to take action
and see their dreams become realities.
ourselves and make the world better."
Currently, Pronovost is practicing medicine in ICUs and
"It is great to think big ideas or grand thoughts. It is
partnering with world health organizations to implement their rare to execute them."
safety programs across the globe and throughout the U.S.
On receiving his latest honor of a spot on TIME
Magazine's Top 100 Most Influential People of 2008,
Pronovost says he was humbled.
"I was awe struck going to meet all these high
On Sept. 30, 2008, The Mirror profiled
profile people; yet it was interesting, people came up
Dr. Pronovost. Here is an excerpt from that article.
to me and said you're the one who saves lives. I was
really honored."
For the full story, log onto fairfieldmirror.com
This May, Fairfield University will have not one,
but two, commencement ceremonies, one after another,
BY JOE CARRETTA
for the first time.
The morning ceremony will be for graduating seniors
One man. Five steps. Five thousand lives
and the afternoon ceremony will be for graduate students.
saved.
The afternoon speaker will be Mathy Mezey, Ed.D,
Dr. Peter Pronovost '87 was inspired by
Cerel
King, a mother who lost her daughter in
R.N., F.A.A.N., professor and director of The Hartford
Institute for Geriatric Nursing in the New York Univeran emergency room visit, and came back to the
same place five years later, wondering aloud
sity College of Nursing. Her career had been aimed at
if anything would have been different had the
improving health care for older adults.
incident happened in the present day.
"We are proud to have such distinguished leaders
"Her daughter died due to preventable
from the field of health care to encourage and inspire
mistakes," Pronovost said. "/ couldn't give her
our graduates, as they leave Fairfield to begin or conan answer, the American health care system
tinue their own journeys in careers that will impact the
couldn't give her an answer, and I thought she
lives of others," said University President Fr. Jeffrey
von Arx, who gave the commencement speech at last
deserved better."
year's graduation.
From the moment forward, Pronovost took
"In the case of Dr. Pronovost, it is someone who
it upon himself to make significant changes to
walked the same paths and studied in the same classthe medical system in hopes that if ever the case
arose again, he would be sure it would have a
rooms as they have," he said.
"Perhaps one of my most eye-opening experidifferent outcome.
Pronovost developed a five-step plan for
ences was taking Dr. [Rev. Thomas J.] Regan's Intro
hospitals to prevent infection in intensive care
to Philosophy. I became so intrigued by Plato and his
units and maintain sterility.
thoughts. My love of philosophy continues today," said
Across the country his system has helped
Pronovost.
save thousands of lives.
Some students feel Pronovost exemplifies a model
He was recently recognized as a MacArFairfield graduate.
thur Fellows and was awarded a $500,000 "no
"I think choosing Dr. Ponovost is definitely a step
strings attached" award in order to continue his
in the right direction," said Jen Clinton '09. "Having
quest improve the "delivery of health care" keep
such an accomplished graduate of Fairfield University
patients safe during their stay in hospitals.
speak is encouraging to those of us who want to do well
Pronovost is the only Fairfield alumnus to
in our field, and have a positive impact on others' lives
ever be named a MacArthur Fellow. ...
at the same time. He seems like a great role model,
and he's using every element of his Jesuit education to
achieve his goals."

A look back

Contact our std department
Source: The Maroon
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NEWS ANALYSIS ON BLEAK PROSPECTS FOR THE JOB MARKET, CONTINUED COVERAGE OF THE REGISTRATION CHANGES

Downsized companies leave students struggling for jobs
BY ELIZABETH CONNORS
NEWS ANALYSIS

Fairfield University seniors will graduate this May with
the future at their fingertips. Many will go on to graduate
school, and some will change the world by doing service.
But the majority of seniors will be looking for jobs in today's
unstable economy.
BusinessWeek magazine reports that employers will hire
22 percent fewer graduates this spring compared to last year,
making this year's drop-off the largest since the 9/11 attacks.
And with so many already established workers being laid-off
from their jobs across the country, college students looking
to break into the business world for the first time are at an
even greater disadvantage.
"Up until recently, students could pick any one of multiple job offers," explained Cathleen Borgman, director of
career planning at Fairfield University. "But a lot of those
options don't exist anymore. Companies are downsizing and
putting a freeze on hiring."

Advice from career planning
BY ELIZABETH CONNORS

If you are set on a particular career and don't know
how to get started on your path, the thing to do is to take
advantage of the resources offered at the Career Planning
Center, located in the Kelley Center.
One sure sign that the job market is tough is the
busier than ever schedules of the career counselors there.
The center has also been working with Fairfield alumni
to create a network for graduates to help current students
seek employment using their connections.
When asked what students could do to increase their
chances of getting a job Borgman replied, "Get in here,
get their resumes done, participate in mock interviews.
Getting a job is like a full-time class.
"You really have to do the homework."

Fairfield economics professor Philip Lane said that companies in which
students held internships last summer
with hopes of employment do not even
exist anymore.
As graduation rapidly approaches,
seniors and even juniors who do not yet
have plans for after May should start
looking as soon as possible. Borgman
explained that in a good economy it
takes about six months and about 20
resumes sent to potential employers to
find a job. Today, students who want to
get jobs should think about sending out
three times as many, and to be prepared
to wait even longer for responses.
"It's discouraging for students," said
Lane. "For them, they've worked really
hard, done everything they were told to
do, and aren't getting anywhere."
It might be time for students to start
Contributed Photo
weighing different options that before
Looking
for
jobs
in
all
the
wrong
places,
looking
for
jobs
in
too many
were not considered. Staying in school
places: Companies are downsizing and putting a freeze on hiring, leaving
for an advanced degree or doing service
many students picking through slim offerings for jobs.
are alternative options. But if a student
does want to start a career in a certain
predicts that the class of 2010 will have a much easier time
industry, the thing to do, according to Borgman, is to sit down with the job market.
and examine where the available jobs in that field lie. She
Last year, 68.7 percent of the graduating class received
recommends applying for and taking a job even if it is not full-time employment, while 21.2 percent went on to a graduexactly the student's first choice. That is not to say a student ate degree program, 3.7 percent did volunteer work, and 6.4
should take a job that they actively dislike. But having a job percent were left seeking other options.
with the opportunity of moving up in a chosen field when the
As this year's graduating class will bear the brunt of the
job
crash,
one has to wonder what the future holds for the
economy improves is better than having no job at all.
Lane predicts students with education degrees will class of 2009 and even the class of 2010. It's never too early
have one of the hardest times, as schools are cutting back to start looking, and Borgman recommends getting to the
significantly. However, students in nursing, accounting and career center as early as possible.
engineering should be able to find employment, especially
"Students often come in here just to talk and that's OK
if they start looking for jobs in nontraditional places such as too," she says. "You don't always have to be participating in
a mock interview or working on a resume. Sometimes just
smaller, independent companies.
Fortunately, there is an end to this crisis in sight. There talking about things puts students at ease. They're always
won't be much positive activity until-next year, but Lane welcome, even if it's just to eat M&Ms!"

Students see process as logical'
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

students who still did not register can visit the
Registrar and register there. This day serves as
a window of time between one class registering and the next so that, for example, seniors
unable to register online can do so before the
junior class.
Malone explained that there are a few
courses designated for certain majors that will
have "caps." For seniors, the cap for a major
course may be 10 people. Then, it will adjust to
15 for the junior class,
and so on.
"My goal is that
students get the courses
they need to meet graduation requirements,"
said Glenn Sauer, chair
of the biology department and committee
member. "In some cases, you may not get the
MALONE
courses you want, but by
the time you are a senior you will be able to get
the courses you do want."
Though the lottery is gone, the electronic
wait list still remains. It will not be activated,
though, until the week after registration. This
gives student a chance to get into a course that
was previously full.
"Last semester there were 5,000 wait list
requests," said Russo. "And we were able to
honor 2,000 of them."
There is an ongoing debate within the committee about how the waitlist functions, as some
students put themselves on two or three lists.
This blurs the line between students who need
certain classes, and those who just want them.
The response to the new process amongst
the student body has been varied.

"It's a good idea in that you register for all
classes at once, but you may miss out on needed
major classes," said Chuck Walters '10. "Which
would be a problem, especially for business
students who needed to take specific classes
at specific times, which may be closed out by
non-business majors taking the classes."
Malone said that if certain underclassmen
are looking to take major courses, they "might
not get the particular course" they request, but
the major courses will be protected.
"This way, you can take said course at
some point before you graduate," she said.
Other students seem content with these
registration changes.
"I've been registering online since freshman year, and this past semester was the first
time I had to run over to the Kelley Center to
do the same things I was able to do online,"
said Brad Gorson. "It just seems more logical
to do it that way."
Other changes include moving the hard
copy orange course booklet to an almost exclusively online edition in the next year or so.
The committee says that this way, it will always
be up to date.
"It's also part of green campus [movement] not to have 3,000 40-page booklets,"
said Russo.
The memo, received by the University
community earlier this week, outlines the specifics of the new process in full detail. Each
student will be able to access this document via
Stagweb and Eidos. All resident assistants will
also receive copies to post in the dorms.
"I'm sure that everyone on the registration
committee would be happy to disband at the
end of the semester,"- said Malone. "The shelf
life of this committee may only be for one
more semester, and then I hope [the registration
process is] all fixed."

She ate your homework...

will your newspaper be next?
Don't worry. The Mirror is also online
so you can read it, even if Scruffy
shreds it instead of delivers it.

Visit us online!
www.fairfieldmirror.com

MIRROR It's worth
ONLINE looking into.
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Campus crime beat:
Elevators still troublesome; elderly woman flips car en route to Quick Center
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BY DANIEL LEITAO

Monday, March 2
1:57 a.m. A Fairfield Prep student was ob
served recklessly operating a vehicle in
the lower Prep lot. He was referred to
Prep administration.
Tuesday, March 3
8:56 a.m. Vandalism to the
library door main entrance was reported by the locksmith.
Wednesday, March 4
6:37 p.m. A student reported finding her personal possessions moved
about in the townhouses, but nothing
was missing.
It turned out maintenance had been in
the room doing work.

Thursday, March 5
1:24 p.m. A suspicious person was reported outside of
Donnarumma. The individual was issued a criminal
trespass warning.
Friday, March 6
11:17 a.m. During a routine security check of the townhouses, a unit
was found to have significant damage.
Residence Life was notified.
2:21 p.m. Accidental property damage was reported by T-Mobile after it had
been doing work near Fairfield Prep.
Sunday, March 8
12:14 p.m. An elderly woman going to a
Quick Center performance struck a rock while
driving, flipping the vehicle. Fairfield fire department arrived to extricate two people in the car. No
injuries were sustained.
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For one day only
Registration seems to always creep up. One minute it
is Christmas break, the next it is time to register for classes
for the next fall. Students rush to meet with advisers, find
what classes fit into their schedules and either celebrate or
mourn a lottery number. In the end, few students find the
perfect schedule.
But a stressful time has become a little more easier,
at least that is what the registration committee hopes.
Chaired by Associate Academic Vice President Mary
Frances Malone, the committee has made a variety of
changes to the registration process which will come into
effect this year.
Gone are lottery numbers, replaced by an alphabetical
In reference to the p.l story, "Twice as nice," regarding the choice of a Fairfield alum and TIME 100 figure as
system. Instead of registering for major and minor courses the commencement speaker for the class of 2009.
on a different day than core and electives, all registration
will occur on the same day, by class. Not only will it occur
on the same day, but it will all happen online; no longer
will there be long lines in the Registrar's office, waiting to
BY DANIEL LEITAO
discovered while studying abroad, but back to
get courses put into a computer.
keg stands later that night.
The most important change is that students will be
At least once a week, students over 21 (and
Girls at Fairfield like their drinks like they like
under) must make a decision that will impact the everything else: easy, carb free and quick to satisfy.
able to register for all their classes all on the same day.
following week. What they will be drinking? In Thus, hard liquor is their perfect poison. Freshman
While the change clearly makes sense and will make the
some cases beggars can't be choosers.
year if a girl is paying for her own drink (quite unexperience easier for students, there will be an adjustment
Sometimes we do shots, power hours, funnels, likely), they will find themselves paying $20 for the
period - some students will miss the many announcements
keg stands or just drink what is in front of us. But $11 handle of Dubra, Popov, Majorska or Bukoff.
the University plans to send out and will show up at the
when money and opportunity present themselves there
By the time they are living in the Suites the choice
Registrar's office looking to register for classes or wonder- is a common pattern of choice among each gender; of beverage among many females changes to a five liter
box of wine as a way to take a break from doing shots.
choices also progressively gets classier each year.
ing what their lottery number is.
For those under 21 the journey begins When junior year comes the pre game drink of choice
While it is clearly a step in the right direction, some
is often tequila or
with obtaining the
will still say that the process is unfair. If a name happens
whatever random licoveted beverageto fall into a grouping that goes later in the day, it will be
quor they "love" once
whether by fake
making their appearIDs, upperclassmen
easy to miss out on classes that seem to be necessary. But
ance at the party they
friends or just trying
according to Glenn Sauer, the chair of the biology departcan be found swarmto look the part, but
ment who served on the committee, the department heads
ing the Jungle juice
we some how manwill all strive to make sure that every student gets the
and gin buckets.
age to acquire our
courses necessary to graduate and on top of that gets all the drink of choice.
Trish Konefal
'09 said that for
For guys, their
courses they wish to have, at least by their senior year.
senior girls Long
beverage of choice,
The success of the committee is one that can be diIsland Iced Teas,
party or pre-game, is
rected to FUSA. FUSA President Jeff Seiser and the Senate
for $2 Tuesday
beer- the only thing
made advising and registration a goal of this year and
nights at The Grape
that changes is the
ensured that two students were on the committee.
would be her bid,
quality of the beer
while
other seniors
by
year.
Freshmen
More is to come from the committee, including a move
said
Vodka
180s
guys find themselves
to put course descriptions in a location that is easier to find
would
be
their
go
choosing a 30 of key
on the Fairfield Web site, the reduction of the amount of
to
drink.
or Natty, and seeing
course booklets that are printed each year and online lists
These are just
how much they can
of courses that are going to be offered in coming semesthe trends that
drink by themselves,
seem to appear
which can be seen by
ters, so that students can plan for the future early.
throughout
the vast
the
empty
boxes
in
the
. Wait listing made its debut two semesters ago and returns,
amounts of different
bathroom come the
after serving about 2,000 of 5,000 students who joined wait
mix drinks, liquors,
next morning.
lists last semester. The wait list program seems to be a success
wines, and beers
By sophomore
and the registration committee is hoping that it's new prothat are mixed and
year, guys' palates
poured into Fairfield
have not improved
grams will work out just as well.

Stag-approved beverages

The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirror.comment@gmail.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror.feedback@mail.com
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letrers should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual inforfnation.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

students' glasses.
that much.
The honor of
John Vitale '11
official drink can't
says, "Busch Light
be divided between
is his choice because
Contributed Photo
liquors or beers, but
there is no better _ .
, „ Drink to the bottom of the bottle: While cheap beer is the
one
that is unifying.
cheapK beer
around. „„
., „„,„,„
„, A beers are only consumed as up.
norm.for college
guys, good
It is my opinJunior year, cheap perC|assmen with cultivated palates.
ion
that
the honor
and easy, is only for
falls
onto
whatever
is
flowing
on
tap
down
at the
when you are throwing parties. Beer begins to
become enjoyable at least the for first six of the Point on a given Saturday.
Whether it is Keystone, Natty or Busch, it
night, after which the taste doesn't matter much.
Fridges downstairs are stocked with Keystone and does not matter which is filling your solo cup as
Natty but private stashes upstairs house high quality long as it is being filled. It is the official beer of
that weekend insuring that you have a good time
domestic beers.
When senior year comes around, guys are both day and night.
starting the night off with the'foreign beer they
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Just call her
Supermom

Unstable home,
unfit mother

BY MARK HILDEBRAND

BY COURTNEY KERN

Nadya Suleman's newest litter of eight has sparked a shower
On Jan. 26 the world had eight new additions. These eight
of
controversy
in the past couple weeks. She is the mother of the
children have provided for numerous television specials, magalongest surviving octuplets in America. But she is also the mother
zine covers, donations and judgments all focused on one woman.
of six other children all under the age of eight. Most parents have
They call her the "octp-mom," as she gave birth to octuplets.
enough trouble physically and financially with one child but SuleAt first, her name was not important, only her children were.
man seems confident. Therefore, Suleman must be more than an
Nadya Suleman was just a mother whose children were the focus
"Octomom" as she is called. She must be a Supermom.
of the standard press conference where a dozen or so doctors
Yet, folks are asking questions like: Can she really prostand behind a microphone and express their high hopes for the
vide for them? How is she caring for them? Were the doctors
survival of the newborns and receive praise from the country on
unethical in implanting six embryos in one woman when it
a job well done on what is a historic birth.
is recommended to only implant one to two? From my point
This was until it was discovered that this "new mom" had
of view, forget the questions. I think America should throw
six children at home. The six children reside in a home with
her the most banging tax-payed baby shower Belliflower,
their grandparents and sleep in a crowded room with holes in
Calif, ever saw.
the wall. A total of 14 children and one incapable mother equal
Ladies and gentleman, I think she is what motherhood is
a social services case, not a cause for congratulations. While this
Contributed photo
all about: spewing out as many kids as science can manufacture
California native does deserve recognition for her successful birth
Eight children equals 15 minutes of fame: The
of eight children by caesarean section, and she can certainly not mother of octuplets Nadya Suleman becomes the without a care in the world about how to provide for them.
She said in an interview with Ann Curry of the "Today Show",
be called a celebrity, despite the constant media attention. Any target for controversy and paparazzi.
"That was always a dream of mine ... to have a large fammore attention would lift her head further into the clouds and
ily." She is a woman who goes for her dreams and succeeds.
her children in more danger.
Due to her irrational desire to have more children, Suleman used the sperm of a Personally, I don't see the controversy in all of this. Suleman is currently unemployed.
friend to create these eight children. This raises many questions about the ethics and pro- She is living with her mom and dad, going to school for a Masters in counseling (on
cedures involved with in-vitro (IVF) fertilization in which these babies were conceived. student loans not doubt) and receiving food stamps every week to feed the children. She
Suggestions are being made to have the number of embryos implanted in the womb in is also receiving disability payments for an injury. She sounds more than ready to be a
mother of 14.
this procedure to have a limit.
Let me tell you, she has got it going on right now.
The bottom line is that this mother should not be able to take home these eight children
Any children would be lucky to have a mom so ready to nurture and take care of them,
to an unsuitable household when she has no job, partner to help raise the children or the
focus to do so. More-specifically, Suleman is $50,000 in debt, an NBC special revealed, not to mention the great bedtimes stories she has: "Once upon a time, six frozen embryos
and is living off a mere $490 dollars in food stamps and $600 in disability payments. The were growing in a beautiful womb the size of giant blue veined gourd. One day though they
disability payments are for her children with ADHD, a speech impediment, and autism had to move to a not so nice house that no one could pay for." I believe that she is serious
Rather than looking for a job or surrendering these eight children to child services, Sule- when she says she is going to give them all the attention and care they deserve, once She
learns how to tell them apart.
man has set up a family Web site asking for donations of money or items.
Suleman understands that there is nothing more beautiful than bringing new shriveling
A glance at a before and after picture of this woman is shocking, the after shot is a
cheap version of Angelina Jolie. Their faces are not the only thing they have in common. underdeveloped life into this world. I say let her do her work. Oh yeah, she doesn't work.
Jolie is notorious for wanting a large family, already consisting of six children. Custom Well, let her get back to doing what she does best, making babies. I think we need more people
Kingdom, the children's clothing line that outfitted Angelina Jolie's brood, has offered making babies. But next time let's have it videotaped and sold in stores and on the Internet. In
to provide at least $500 worth of clothing for all of her children for a year. The Octuplet fact, last week, Vivid entertainment offered her one million dollars to star in an octo-orgy porn
mom also just accepted care from Angels in Waiting, a nurse agency that will be providing film. They also have pledged to pay full medical and dental insurance if she will do multiple
24/7 care for her 14 children, as Suleman announced on a recent Dr.Phil visit.
skin flicks. I think this is the opportunity of a lifetime for any mother whether she has a single
And the most startling revelation yet? Suleman has a degree in psychology.
child or 14 children. If pornography does not interest her, I say, how about eight more?

The tale of a teen who just wanted to wear fly threads
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO

Kevahn Thorpe has an I.Q. of 127, was
an honor student at Long Island City High
School and even wanted to study law.
He has, also, repeatedly stolen highend clothing from big department stores
such as Barneys, only to end up in jail numerous times, his longest sentence being a
year. His love of fashion isn't a crime; as a
fashion lover myself, it's understandable to
want the pretty clothes that designers churn
out season after season. The real crime'is
that this kid isn't putting his smarts to use.
Where did he go wrong?
Thorpe received his first taste of thieving when at 13, he was sent to a Department
of Juvenile Justice facility for stealing his
teacher's credit card. Three years later, he
attempted shoplifting from the Macy's in the
Queens Center Mall. Although the first articles of clothing weren't expensive, Thorpe
would soon upgrade once he encountered
Barney's and Bergdorf Goodman. Repeated
trips to Riker's Island and other big time
jails did not deter him. Once Thorpe is back
on the streets, he steals again.
This is a serious issue because Thorpe
is a serial shoplifter. He may be stealing
clothes now, as a teenager, but what will
he steal in the future? There have been
moments when he's stolen credit cards and
electronics. He could upgrade to jewelry,
money, cars, even identity theft, when he
becomes an adult. It would be best to put

an end to this hobby of his. But Thorpe
can not be placed in a residential program
because he has not been diagnosed with a
drug or mental-health problem. Stealing is
still a problem though.
His reason for stealing? To be the bestdressed. Thorpe only steals when he wants,

to take this bunch of bananas to fight off my
hunger pangs." Makes sense, right? Thorpe
steals so that he would look fly, so that
people would pay attention to him because
of his fancy but overpriced clothing.
What does that say about society? One,
that we as a people value what a person

_—
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Contributed photos (New York Magazine)

From Gucci to prison garb: If Kevahn wants to wear the former, he accepts wearing
the latter to compensate.
needs, or is desperate for a new outfit. Now
I know stealing is bad, but at least have a
legitimate reason. Hypothetically, if I were
to steal some food, my reason would be
along the lines of "well I'm dirt poor and can
barely afford basic amenities so I'm going

is wearing rather than who that person is;
two, that people believe owning nice things
automatically makes you a better person in
some way; and three, that fashion is only
about flaunting labels and not having your
own sense of style (and anyone who follows

fashion knows that is false). Now, in New
York City, it's easy to buy into the whole
'outside appearance matters' vibe. When
you see pretty people strutting down the
street in pretty clothes, there's a small urge
to want to look like them or be them. But
anybody with a working brain knows that
there is more to life than looking pretty. Our
lives do not revolve around fashion.
What saddens me about Thorpe is
that he has bought into society's idea of attractive and flaunting labels. For someone
who is book smart, he doesn't have any life
smarts. If you want something, you have to
work for it. Nothing comes for free in life
because there is always a price to pay.
Thorpe would rather choose jail time
instead of forking over cash. He is going
to have a tough time making his way in the
world because of his criminal record. The
ironic thing about Thorpe is that he is really into fashion; he critiques designers and
even wants to be a Dior model. However,
stealing from the luxury world which he so
longs to enter will ruin his chances of ever
living that kind of life.
In his last interview with New York
magazine, Thorpe is asked about the temptations of stealing. "It doesn't get tempting.
It's when I want to do it..." Thorpe is fully
aware of his situation and (almost) completely powerless.
Unless he puts in a conscious effort to
stop, Thorpe will be forever stuck in this
cycle of crime.

Editor: Meghan Schelzi
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Giving their time, making a difference
44 students participate in service trips over spring break

"Being in D.C. allowed me
to see the affects of homelessness
first hand. We worked not only to
help people but to bring justice to
those who desperately needed it.
My trip allowed me to embrace
service, gave me new perspective
on homelessness and gave me the
opportunity to work with a wonderful group ofpeople."
- Colleen Gibson '09
Courtesy of Jean Santopatre

Open wilderness: Kristianna Sciarra '09 & Eric Clayton '11 work in
South Dakota on the Lakota Indian reservation.

South Dakota

Courtesy of Colleen Gibson

Justice for all: Steve Parker '10 works with other students
in the nation's capital to fight homelessness.
"We were truly immersed in the Lakota culture. We also got a very unique perspective of the current situation of poverty on the Rez [reservation] and the concrete
actions of the U.S. federal government that led up to it. I think it is safe to say that
the wisdom we learnedfrom the Lakota people, the experiences that we had, and the
viewpoints we obtained, will be a part of us forever."- Kristianna Sciarra '09

WANT TO GO ON A TRIP?

Washington, D.C.

WANT MORE SPRING
BREAK PICS?

TRIPS RUN EVERY SPRING
BREAK!

Go ONLINE:
WWW.FAIRFIELDMIRROR.COM/CAMPUS-

CONTACT: WYLIE SMITH

LIFE

BLAKE
WSMITH@MAIL.FAIRFIELD.EDU

To VIEW

TO LEARN MORE

A SLIDESHOW

• HIGHLIGHTING THE FOUR TRIPS'.

New Orleans
"It was amazing to get to know the people we helped in
New Orleans and to know that we truly made a difference
down there." - Ali Childs '11

Kentucky
"This trip was a real eye-opener for me because I had no idea how poor this area
was and how different it is from our life up here. It made me realize how fortunate I am to
have the life I have, and how lucky I am to be able to help them out in any way I can. The
families were so thankful for everything we did, and even though it was freezing, seeing
their appreciation for all our hard work made it worth it." - Joe Mercadante '11

Contributed Photo

Community: Heidi Schoenfaldt, an employee of the
University bookstore, was a faculty leader on the trip.

Contributed Photo

Digging deep: Suzie Potter '11 works on a construction site in Kentucky.
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Reaching out
BY KIM BUESKING

Editor's note; Students in the School of Nursing
travelled to Nicaragua this past spring break to research
the issues affecting the people living there.
"The Study Abroad trip to Nicaragua went better than
expected," said Philip A. Greiner, DNSc, RN Associate
Dean for Public Health & Entrepreneurial Initiatives.
Students from Fairfield's School of Nursing joined with
two groups of students from the University of Central
America (UCA), "Our Study Abroad contact, Alejandro
Martinez, went out of his way to make the experience
exceptional for us," said Greiner.
Lydia Greiner, MSN, PMHNP-C, the course
coordinator for Public Health Nursing also helped
facilitate the trip.
"We look forward to continuing to work with UCA
and the community leaders on upcoming trips. Nicaragua
will become a major Study Abroad focus for the School
of Nursing," said Philip Greiner.
Kim Buesking '09, a nursing major who attended the
trip, shares the storyofher experience here:
Over spring break, I went to Nicaragua with 11 other
nursing majors to work on Public Health Nursing.
While in the country we spent most of our time in

Minor

Nursing students travel to Nicaragua to learn
about daily life in developing community •

doctor, to the kindergarten teacher, to the individual
families. Our goal was to try to understand as much
as we could about the daily life in this community
and the health concerns they face. We wanted to
know what the community as a whole worries about
and what they want to change.
With this in mind, we spent hours talking with the
mothers, fathers and children of the community.
The people opened their homes to us, complete
strangers. They told us intimate details about their lives
and their health without any reservations.
On first glance, it seems as if they have nothing; but
after spending time getting to know the people of Ayapal,
we were able to see their many strengths and assets that
kept this community going in the worst conditions.
We did not go into this community thinking we would
Contributed Photo
"fix" anything, because they are the experts: We knew
Nursing in Nicaragua: Students in the School of Nursing
nothing about their lives.
travelled abroad over break to research health problems the
With the information we gained and the relationships
people face in the community of Ayapal.
we formed, we hope that we will be able to provide for
them educational videos and healthy living information
the urban community of Ayapal, a village where the and continue our partnership in the years to come.
people live on very little and are faced with problems
This was the beginning of a relationship that we hope
such as floods, dengue, respiratory issues and other will grow with the other classes of nursing majors and as
factors of extreme poverty.
a University, we will be able to work with the community
We interviewed everyone from the one and only to improve not only their health, but their lives.
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After long delay, everybody is watching
Comic book adaptations reach new level with 'Watchmen'
300, attempted to adapt this dense
and extremely long graphic novel
to the big screen. In many ways, his
"Watchmen" succeeded.
It has truly been a long jour!
ney, but Alan Moore's masterpiece
has finally been brought to a larger
^^W Jl ^H* H^^^^^bf %
audience. In the last 23 years,
*
"Watchmen" has been shuffled
from studio to studio, with four
different visionary directors com1 IF ^M ^Kr
mitted to film it, only to declare
it unfilmable. And throughout this
struggle to bring his epic to screen,
W. Dpi
^^^^k l^r
Moore has held to his radically antiHollywood attitude, refusing to be
credited and expressing nothing but
contempt for the film.
He should, however, be complimented. The film basically used
i ^
the art of the graphic novel as a sto^^^ T^^r^B
ryboard and the speech bubbles for
JS^M
^H
^Kr
the script. Which is a good thing,
mind you, since Moore's writing
really can't be beat.
However, for those who
aren't fans of the comic, things
might get a little confusing. After all, the story is an alternate
timeline that branched off in the
1940s with the advent of "Masked
Heroes." The tremendous opening credits certainly help, but
those who don't know their Dr.
Manhattan from their Silk Spectre
should know that the film centers
around a second generation of
1? ££
masked heroes who fight crime,
or used to, since 10 years before
the start of the film they were
banned from taking justice into
* *
their own hands.
Rottentomatoes.com
The only one of them to have
Graphic novel adaption reigns supreme: With its chilling visuals and compelling super powers, however, is Dr. Manstory, "Watchmen" proves to be the better of the comic book adaptations.
hattan, a glowing blue man whose
omnipotence and control over space,
time and matter have made him drift apart from the world.
BY NICHOLAS SMITH
There is also Rorshach, whose disturbed past made him into an
Twenty-three years ago, "Watchmen" burst onto the comic unforgiving adversary of crime, Ozymandias, the smartest man
scene and was instantly praised as a masterpiece by the already in the world who's affinity or ancient cultures influenced his
acclaimed genius Alan Moore. Last week, Zack Snyder, a crime fighting persona, Silk Spectre, the hot girl in the group
director already famous for his adaptation of another comic, who was pressured into crime fighting by her mother, and Nite
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News £ Notes

BY

JP PORRETTA

Death Cab for Cutie will release an E.R titled "The Open Door" in the near
future. The E.P. will features tracks that did not make the final cut of its latest album,
"Narrow Stairs."
Source: MTV
Mega rock band U2 surprised Fordham University
students last Friday by performing a free concert on the
Bronx campus. The concert was filmed by Good Morning
America to promote the release of its newest album, "No
Line on the Horizon." The band also recently announced
its summer world tour dates, which includes a stop at
Giants Stadium.
Source: MTV
Rihanna has allegedly refused to press charges
against Chris Brown over her attack several weeks
ago. Rumors are now circulating that the pop star may
be pregnant.
Source: MTV
The Beatles will release its own version of hit video
game "Rock Band" on Sept. 9.
Source: Billboard.com
. .

Owl, the down and out techie whose inventions helped him
fight bad guys back in the day.
The story is blown open at the start with the death
of the Comedian, a brutal man whose bleak understanding of society drove him to parody it with his persona, a
murder that starts Rorshach into investigating a possible
mask killer. While the Comedian's death is unravelled, the
viewer gets thrown into a Web of flashbacks, side stories,
deception and lies, all of which culminate into one of the
most shocking endings you will ever see.
Any summary of "Watchmen" is predestined to not fully
demonstrate the full power of the story, so I will leave it at that,
but know my condensed version left most of the story out.
The characters, however, are some of the most developed you'll ever see. Unfortunately, the movie fails to fully
explain each one. For instance, Dr. Manhattan experiences
all time at once, which is nearly impossible for a film to
express, but less so for a graphic novel to. And in his haste
to reach the ultimate climax, Snyder has left some important
character development out.
The actors chosen for the movie were not A-list stars.
Malin Akerman, almost exclusively known as that hot blonde
in "Harold and Kumar," played the Silk Spectre without much
depth. Jeffery Dean Morgan, who was on "Grey's Anatomy
"for a time, played the Comedian but not very well. Billy
Crudup, who was the guitar player in "Almost Famous,"
played Dr. Manhattan well, despite being blue the whole time.
Jackie Earle Haley, who played the punk kid in the original
"Bad News Bears," was probably the best as Rorshach, even,
though he had a mask on his face the whole movie. Finally
Matthew Goode and Patrick Wilson played Ozymandias and
Nite Owl respectively, but did not bring their characters to life
as well as the others. Perhaps if A-list stars had been chosen,
the acting would have been better.
Snyder, who thankfully scaled back on his signature
slow-motion fight scenes, kept the film together for the most
part, though the movie got off track a bit in the middle. He
also changed the ending of the graphic novel. While most fans
would normally cry blasphemy and stone Snyder in the town
square, he actually pulled it off. I would have been the first
to throw a stone in this case, but his ending was able to bring
really cool special effects and shocking twists while staying
as faithful as it could to the original.
In conclusion, "Watchmen" is one of the better novels you
will ever read, and the movie will bring it to a larger audience
with style and reverence to the original. However, I would
recommend everyone to watch the movie and read the book,
because both will blow your mind.

Green Day's new single "Know Your Enemy" will
hit the airwaves April 20.
Source: Absolutepunk.net
The Fray has announced its summer amplitheater
tour with Jack's Mannequin as its opening act. Tickets
for most shows go on sale later this month.
It is being reported that this year's Lollapalooza festival will feature The Beastie Boys, Jane's Addiction and
Depeche Mode as three of the six major headliners. The
festival will take place in Grant Park, Chicago during Aug.
7-9. Official announcements will take place next month.
Source: Pitchforkmedia.com
Rumor has it Blink 182 will be doing a North American arena tour from August through October with major
rock band Weezer as its supporting act. Nothing has
been confirmed or debunked, and an official announcement for the tour plans will be announced by the band
within the month.
Source: Absolutepunk.net
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New Found Glory knock out fans
with this 'fight'
BY JP PORRETTA
One thing you have to respect about the pop punk quintet New Found
Glory is its consistency with its sound. Of all the original pop punk acts
of our generation, New Found Glory is the one group that has always
remained true to its musical style. Fall Out Boy became poster boys for
the mainstream, Good Charlotte made a horrible attempt at becoming
more electronic, and until recently, Blink 182 had no longer existed.
New Found Glory continue to please its fans with its newest release,
"Not Without a Fight." The album, which was produced by Blink 182
front man Mark Hoppus, features a pleasing blend of the band's earlier
pop style and its more recent, mature sound.
yspace.com
The album starts off with the powerful track "Right Where
Punk
rockers
strike
gold
with
newest
release:
New
Found
Glory
return
with
its
sixth
studio
album,
"Not
We Left Off," a song whose title tells the listener everything
Without
a
Fight."
they need to know about the album's direction. The song is full
of energy from start to finish, featuring a sound reminiscent of
its "Sticks and Stones" era from early 2003. This was a great pick for an opening listen even comes to a close.
While New Found Glory have always been successful in the pop punk genre, the
track, as it greatly portrays the fast paced energy that continues on throughout
presence of producer Mark Hoppus may be what made this record stand out so highly
the rest of the album.
The single for the album, "Listen to Your Friends," is another great standout track. amongst the rest of the bands back catalog.
Being the front man and bass player for arguably the most popular pop punk band
Just like the opening track, "Listen to Your Friends" continues with the fast paced energy and pop punk vibe that brings back nostalgic memories of my high school music ever, Blink 182, Hoppus has been an influence on New Found Glory's music since the
band's earlier years. With that in mind, one can pick out many of the catchy melodies
• •••«••• • ••••••••••••••• .• scene eight years ago.
•
Two of the best tracks on and harmonies present on "Not Without a Fight" with a Hoppus feel to them.
New Found Glory
Although the group's popularity may have dwindled a bit over the years, New
•the
album are "47" and "Truck
"Not Without a Fight" (2009)
•
. Stop Blues," which are both Found Glory have never stopped giving it its all when it came to its music, always
• noteworthy for their incredibly keeping the interests of the band's fans a priority.
"Not Without a Fight" is a great return to the band's poppy punk roots, and hope• catchy choruses, leaving you
, humming along before your first fully a sure return toward popularity in the mainstream.
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HE Said / SHE Said

Josh Kenney

Kristen McManus

When he or she is just not that into you
First off, welcome back from
Spring Break. Whether you
went across the Atlantic,
down to the Caribbean, across
the border to Mexico or Canada
or just across state lines, I hope
your break was enjoyable. By
the looks of the plethora of pictures popping up on Facebook
this past Sunday night, it
seems like most of you had
a pretty good time. I, on the
other hand, witnessed
that crazy Nor'easter
and lost $90 at Mohegan Sun. That was
about it.
Now, move your
head to the right and
read the new girl's column. Didn't it suck?
Nah, I'm just playin'.
It was well written and
all, but the premise was
entirely wrong. Girls are
ultimately incapable of giving us
the shaft. Last time I checked
that's our job, as per our anatomy. But I digress.
Rejecting a girl is like having the power of a presidential
veto. Every guy may have
their own standards and style,
but they all share the power
of rejection. Unfortunately for

women, well they just don't
have the same clout.
The best is when girls think
they can tease us in a futile attempt to break our will. Unfortunately RedTube.com and an
ice-cold beer is all we need to
overcome their frugality.
These attempts at being coy
occur simply because women
are always wondering if we
think they're sexy.
Call it vanity or narcissism, but all women are
preoccupied with this
very fact: They think
they are worthy of our
love. Unfortunately, not
many of them are.
Perhaps the only
power girls really have
is breaking up with us.
Nine times out of 10,
this plan always backfires
when we decide that your
roommates are way hotter and
far superior in bed.
So I'm sorry new She Said
girl, I think you don't stand a
chance. Neither your writing
skills nor your beach house sway
me. That is unless we run into
each other at the Grape one of
these days, or if you're interested in a threesome.

SUBSCRIBE
TO OUR
EMAIL EDITION

A girl is not interested if she
simply tells you so. This,
however, rarely occurs. No
offense, He Said, but I don't find
your peace sign and on-campus
living arrangement sexy or appealing. I'm breaching tradition
on my first column, but we will not
be hooking up this year, unless
it happens at the Grape, which
we all know does not count.
She's just not that into you
if she once denied all requests
to "hang out" at the Dugout,
the former "crew" house
Once you were in the
Dugout, it was hard to
get out without having to steal a base
or two. Advice to V
freshmen girls: "
just tell the crew
team that no, you
do not want to be
their coxswain and all that
it implies.
If she asks you for guy advice
you are, essentially, screwed.
You have now crossed the line
from potential hook-up/boyfriend
to FOG, or Friend-Of-Girl. You're
her lunch date or, even worse,
her platonic date to weddings.
Your family asks why the two of
you aren't dating, though you

would like to be. You are now
not a lady killer, but a killer of
another guy's game'. Your mere
presence is a threat to any of
her potential suitors.
Another scenario: you text
her, utilizing your superb communication skills: "sup, what r u
up 2 tonite?": "where u at?" or,
my personal favorite, "what u
doin?" She won't be "doin"'
you any time soon, and you
know this when you get her
response: "Sorry, I got
a new phone... who is
this?" She may not respond at all, and
when you ask her
about it, she says
"Oh sorry, I didn't
get your text!" She
did not get a new
phone, or if she
did, it's because
she lost it at the house
of the other guy she
hooked up with last weekend.
She might not have your number,
but she definitely has his. •
If she consistently engages
you in "heart-to-hearts" or if she
ruthlessly avoids your attempts
to take her to dinner at Chef's
Table or, better yet, Joe's, she's
really just not that into you.

Start Your Career
in Accounting.
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♦ Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
♦ Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
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College Crossword
%~J $2009 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved. http://www.ln-pursttti»Bi

State of affairs
1

2

3

4

1 1
9

7

'

14

'

"
,.

17
20

21

34

35

29

36

39

41

47

50

51
58

63

66
69

44. try to win over
45. leg joint
46. united state
50. Former SNLer Gasteyer
51.choose
52. broad horizontal band across
a shielf
57. united state
62. write out a letter at a time
64. violent young criminal,
perhaps
65. Swedish shag rugs
66. heart part
67. foot part
68. bones that are part of the hip
bone
69. type of salt
70. miniature whirlpool, when the
liquid doubles back
71. alternate spelling of 53-Down
DOWN
1. unit of academics
2. fable teller

32

3 8
5

45

48

49

1

52

S9

60

I

1

42

44

m

S3

54

55

65

.,

66

6

"
34. red fluorescent dye
35. filaments from a cobweb
36. relaxing water spots

40. Roman 3
41. soak with liquid
42. above everything else
44. cast a spell over someone
47. ship's distress signal
48. hood-like leaf
49. no
, ands or buts
53. creepy
54. popular taste of the time
55. one step along the way
56. they can be persuasive
58. lowest female singing voice
59. one half of a good Knicks shot
60. shaded with color
61. not beautiful
62. acronym for a pre-labeled
mailer with postage on it
63. balloon burst

Account Executive
Intern: Systems and Process Assurance
Claims Representative
2009 Financial Software Developer
Financial Sales Training Program

3/18
3/26
3/31
3/31

Intern: Campus Compensation Analyst

3/31

Be sure to check eRecruiting regularly for updates! il
Visit: http://fairfield.erecrulting.com/er/security/login.jsp

Presentations:
Reader's Digest

8
4

9
1

2

4 9
9 2

1
9 6
4
2

7

4 9

3 6

4

3

1

9

8 5
4

5 6

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEE

2

2

9 6

8

8 9 5

6 8

6 2

4

5

5

9 4

1

7

4
7

4
9 6
5

1

6

2

6 1
7

5

5
9
5 2
i

9 3

3

3

9 3
4

6 2 4
8

1

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers atwww.fairfieldmirror.com

9
Week of
03/09/09
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i

!

-

Learn about Reader's Digest and its two year Leadership Rotational program for
accounting and finance majors.

I

| Pick up only - Ifot to be combined with asty other offer - Expires 09/99/03 *

I
I
1
I
I
i
i

"Careers in Communication" Panel
Thursday, March 19
6:30 - 8:00p.m.

2 4

■Small sandwich with purchase J
i
of a Regular sandwich
i

On-Campus eRecruiting Application Deadlines

Kelley Center

1

3 6
1

8

Week of

Career Corner

5:00 - 6:30p.m.

2

PUZZLE #3-HARD

i

Connecticut Business Systems
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Social Security Admin
Bloomberg
Hennion & Walsh
3/31
Towers Perrin (Phil, PA)

8 2

7

.

5 6
9
2 5
4
3 1
4
7

3

4 9
9 1
5 6

1

Fairfield

Wednesday, March 18

56

4

7

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

^UNIVERSITY

PUZZLE#2- VIED UM

1

61

..

3. happen again
4. cliche
5. type of powder
6. small buffalo
7. has misgivings
8. Nike logo
9. centerings
10. on fop
11. hormone found in much of
earth life
12. poetic before
13. singer Charles
21. egg layer
22. tune in, tum on, drop out
26. ancient stone bearing markings
27. one who receives cash
29. possess
30. make fun of
31. imitate
32. he helmed the Enterprise
33. Humpless camel

6 9 5
4

27

38

37

43

43. musical very

31

26

LOGIC PUZZLE

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.

13

PUZZLE #1-EASY
25

30

40

57

12

„
„

24
26

62

11

'

22

23

33

10

A NUMBER
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by Joshua O'Connell

ACROSS
1. shopping utensil
5. paves
9. one who is angry
14. stare evilly
15. start fresh
16. Firefox alternative
17. spore bearing cells in certain
fungi
18. company emblem
19. North Atlantic fish
20. united state
23. shopping bonanza
24. curvy letter
25. recipe measurement {abbrev.)
28. united state
33. walking appendages
37. not is
38. East Indian tree and its
products
39. roller coaster track feature
41. lacking germs

Minor
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Kelley Center

Serving all of Fairfield County

Learn from Fairfield alumni about various careers in the Communication field.

Landing Your Dream Job with Disney/ESPN
Thursday, March 26
7:00 - 8:30p.m.

Kelley Center

Hear from Disney/ESPN representatives about entry-level jobs and internship positions
currently available. Bring your resume!

"Backpack to Briefcase" for Seniors!
Tuesday, March 31
6:00 - 8:00p.m.

Shop 24/7
By Phone or website
www.hansensflowers.com

Kelley Center

Do you have questions about 'life after Fairfield?' Network with recent alumni at this wine
and cheese event to get your answers. Please RSVP at
www.fairfield.edu/backpacktobriefcase.

Drop-In Hours
Do you have a quick question or want your resume reviewed?
Fridays

1:30 - 4:00p.m.

Career Planning Center

345 Reef Road
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Lesson learned

:H.E...SA1D..J.X„

'7 was a roller coaster six weeks;
I would hope no coach would ever
have to deal'with this."
Fairfield head coach Ed Cooley, reflecting on the myriad of bad luck, personal
struggles and season-ending injuries that
plagued the Stags this season.
jGOING DANCING;

Siena Saints
Overall Record: 26-7 (Conference: 16-2)
MAAC Player of the Year Kenny Hasbrouck and
the Saints march into the tournament for the second
consecutive season. Last year Siena upset Vanderbilt;
another major conference upset may lie ahead.
IFINAL MAAC STANDINGS;

Overall Conf.
26-7'
16-2
26-8
14-4
19-12
12-6
17-15
9-9
16-14
9-9
8-10
11-19
7-11
12-19
12-20
7-11
4-14
11-20
4-14
10-23

Team
Siena
Niagara
Rider
Fairfield
Manhattan
St. Peter's
Iona
Loyola (Md.)
Canisius
Marist

t

KEITH CONNORS
SPORTS EDITOR

On the verge
of a second straight
lM*Kff,
conference championship, on the
brink of another opportunity to play the
role of mid-major menace, Siena head
coach Fran McCaffery couldn't help
but think of one thing as he stepped to
the microphone in the post-game press
conference.
"The first thing I want to do is congratulate head coach Ed Cooley in what I
thought was one of the best coaching jobs
of the year," McCaffery said after the Saints
80-65 win over Fairfield. "To go through
what they went through and be able to
keep this team together, and get them to
this point, is an amazing accomplishment
for a young team."
"We knew we were going to get a great
fight from them," McCaffery added.
A few hundred feet away, in the depths
of the Times Union Center in Albany,
Cooley was addressing his team, the final
in a laundry list of post-game speeches.
Some were optimistic and hopeful, others
were likely ruthless and harsh, and one in
Manhattan was,.well, tragic.
But when the third-year head coach
emerged, head held high, and stepped to
the same podium that McCaffery used as
a platform to praise his. peer, Cooley deviated from the typical coaching playbobk
of cliches and "We'll get 'em next year"
rhetoric, which just about any coach in
America would resort to regarding the
improbable circumstances that defined

Head coach Ed Cooley, Stags better prepared
to contend in '10 thanks to hellacious '09

Fairfield's season.
Instead, he just talked.
He spoke softly. He spoke calmly. He
spoke honestly.
"We played a damn good team today,
and hats off to them," Cooley said. It was a
good year, and we look forward to competing again next year."
"I thought as a program we got better
this year with all the adversity we faced,"
Cooley said. "I can't tell you how proud I
am of our kids, as I said yesterday. Hopefully this is a learning experience for us."
Most of the words Cooley used pride, progress, a good year - seemed
incredible and ridiculous only six weeks
earlier. In a period of 72 hours following
the team's loss to Manhattan on Jan. 26, the
team lost senior guard Jon Han, who left
the team for personal reasons, and forwards
Warren Edney and Anthony Johnson, both
of whom suffered season-ending injuries.
Throw in a nagging back injury for
junior Greg Nero, who struggled mightily
for weeks before leaving the team's Jan. 30
game against Marist at which point he was
shut down for the rest of the regular-season,
and that's four starters gone for Fairfield,
the consensus pick as the conference's second best team as the season began.
But you know that story. What
most don't know is the underdog story
that followed.
Forward Yorel Hawkins thrived in the
spot vacated by Edney. Beginning with the
team's Jan. 9 game against Loyola (Md.),
Hawkins averaged over 13 points per game
and topped double-digit points in 12 of 17
games. More importantly, he gained invaluable experience at a position that seemed

to be destined for Edney this season and
in the future.
If not for the injury, Hawkins and
others may have toiled on the bench, and
maybe even transferred after the season.
"Had this not happen I don't know if
Lyndon becomes the player he has become,
to see Jamal [Turner] blossom the way that
he has blossomed, to put Mike Evanovich
in a different role," Cooley said.
Despite the learning curve, Fairfield
still enjoyed success. Following the team's
loss to Manhattan on Jan. 26, the Stags
still managed to win five of the team's last
eleven games to secure Cooley's first winning season in his tenure as head coach,
as improbable a winning season as he or
anyone could have possible imagined.
"I think it can only help us," Cooley
said of the hardships. "I thought a lot of our
players got a lot of not only game experience, but preparation experience as well,
and we had success.
"Our program is in unbelievable shape
for the future," Cooley said.
And with an eye turned toward the
future, Cooley now carries the lessons he
has learned from a torturous past.
"I think I learned a lot about myself. To
not give up on kids, to not give up on players that are in the program," Cooley said. "I
think it helped me grow up a bit in a lot of
ways. I have a lot to learn, but it definitely
helped me see things a little differently and
help us prepare differently.
"It was a roller coaster six weeks; I
would hope no coach would ever have
to deal with this," Cooley concluded as
he walked away, each step bringing next
November a little bit closer.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Stags fall short in MAAC Championship game

HE SAID IT...

"Coach Nolan really knew what she

CONTINUED FROM P.

16

was doing when she doing when
she recruited these four ladies."
Fairfield head coach Joe Frager, explaining
the impact of the Stags' senior class (Baendu
Lowenthal, Lauren Groom, Shireyell Moore,
and Megan Caskin).
jGOING DANCING;

Marist Red Foxes
Overall Record: 29-3 (Conference: 18-2)
Head coach Brian Giogris has led the team to three
consecutive MAAC championships. The Red Foxes
reached the Sweet Sixteen in 2007.

jFlNAL MAAC STANDINGS:
Team
Marist
Canisius
Fairfield
Saint Peter's
Iona
Siena
Manhattan
Rider
Loyola (Md.)
Niagara

Overall Conf.
18-2
29-3
24-8
15-5
12-7
18-13
13-15
10-8
18-13
10-9
10-18
9-9
7-11
10-20
10-20
7-11
4-14
10-20
3-28
1-17

when you get to the post-season when
it's one-and-done, you're going to get
everyone's best performance."
The Stags came out strong and pulled
away for most of the first half. With 5:15 remaining in the first half a
Lauren Groom '09 threepointer gave Fairfield a
16 points lead.
That lead would
diminish by halftime
after Siena's Serena
Moore scored six
points in the final two
and a half minutes to
FRAGER
cut the margin to five.
In the second half,
the Stags struggled offensively as the
Saints played predominately in a 2-3
zone. After shooting 48.3 percent from
the field in the first half, Fairfield shot
30.8 percent in the second.
Siena battled back into the game
and ultimately took the lead on a layup
by Moore with 11 seconds left. Senior
Megan Caskin brought the ball up past
halfcourt and Frager called a timeout.
Groom inbounded to Caskin who
passed to senior Baendu Lowenthal in
the post. She went up, and with three
seconds left scored the basket to send
the game into overtime.
"Yeah, I'm a real genius giving it to
her," Frager said with a smile after the
game. "We definitely wanted to go inside
and if she didn't make the basket, try to
draw a foul in that situation. We executed

it in practice and then we continued today. Coaches love that."
In overtime, Fairfield held the
Saints scoreless and ultimately overcame missed free throws down the
stretch to hold on for the win.
The next game the Stags faced Canisius, one of the top three-point shooting
teams in the country.
The teams battled back and forth
for most of the game. Fairfield went
on a run in the first half to take a fourpoint lead, but Canisius answered
right back and went into the half up
by two points, 28-26.
After Caskin tied to score at 28 to
start the second half, Canisius went on
a 10-0 run to take the lead for good.
Lowenthal knocked down two free
throws and followed with a layup a few
seconds later to cut the lead to one with
eight minutes remaining, but that was the
closest the Stags would get.
"They're a very, very difficult team
to defend," said Frager. "Their guard
play is very good. They keep constant
pressure on you defensively. I thought
for the most part, we defended well
today. There were a few flurries there
were we gave them second opportunities
that hurt us."
Junior Stephanie Ge'ehan had seven
blocks in the first game and five against
Canisius, giving her the MAAC singleseason record with 96.
Lowenthal finished her career with
1,527 points, 10th all-time, and 807
rebounds, fifth all-time. She is one of
just four players in program history to
eclipse 1,500 points and 800 rebounds.

Caskin finished with 429 assists, seventh
all-time.
Groom and Moore gave the Stags a
second scoring option behind Lowenthal
this season.
Groom was one of the top-threats
from behind the arc for the Stags and
her .368 three-point shooting percentage
ranks second in program history.
Moore emerged this season as the
Stags' first option off the bench and gave
the team the ability to create favorable
matchups defensively, as well as averaging 7.6 points per game.
"It's hard to put it into perspective
and to do justice to this right now after a
loss," said Frager. "But you think about
the number of games that these four
women have played for the University.
And not only the positive things they've
done for the University on the court, but
also off the court.
"You look at it academically, and
they've all excelled in the classroom.
They're role models. They've done tons
of community service and they've really
represented this University extremely
well," Frager added.
"[Former head] Coach [Dianne] Nolan really knew what she was doing when
she recruited these four ladies," he added.
"I was fortunate to have the opportunity
to coach them for two years. I'm proud
of all of them and I'm very proud of the
lady sitting next to me [Lowenthal]. She's
a warrior and she gives you everything.
She poured her heart out on the floor
today and if she so chooses, I think she's
got a lot of basketball left in her."
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:HE SAID IT...
"Our community should be really proud
of our men for all they have gone through.
It proves that if you stick together great
things can happen."

week in sport!

-Men's basketball head coach Ed Cooley on
his team's season

;MEN'S LACROSSE

jGAME OF THE WEEK

Freshman frenzy: Of the myriad of positives that head coach Andy
Copelan can derive from the Stags' 5-4 win over Rutgers - improvement to 2-1 record, a home victory, a win in the team's EC AC debut
— none may be more encouraging than the immediate impact of
the freshman class on offense. Attackman Jonathan Snellman scored
twice in the victory, improving his early-season total to four in three
games. Midfielder Brent Adams also added a goal in the victory.

Men's Lacrosse vs. Colgate
Saturday, Mar. 13

JWOMEN'S LACROSSE

Back-to-back: Their dream of an undefeated season is over, but
women's lacrosse appears to be well on its way to another banner
season. Over the past week, the Stags downed in-state rival Connecticut in impressive fashion, defeating the Huskies, 17-10. Four
days later, Fairfield defeated Boston College, 19-12, to improve to
3-1 on the season. Sophomore midfielder Kristen Coleman scored a
combined 10 goals in the two games, and was named Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference (MAAC) Player of the Week for her efforts.
iBASEBALL

Back from the Sunshine State: The Stags only return to Connecticut with one win in seven games, but Fairfield baseball will likely
take a lot of positives from the team's trip to Winter Haven, Fla. In
fact, two of the team's six losses were by a one-run margin.
The team's lone win was a convincing win over Maine, which
defeated the Stags earlier in the week. Junior Jason Rago went sixfor-six and drove in three runs in the Stags' 16-3 win.

Peter Caty/The Mirror
And the home of the Stags: Men's lacrosse first walked onto the
field on Feb. 21 (above) against Delaware. Since then, Fairfield has
stormed out to a 2-1 record, including a 5-4 win over Rutgers.

Don't let the Raiders' 2-3 overall record fool
you; Colgate has lost three games to opponents
ranked in the USILA's current top 10 (Duke,
North Carolina, and UMBC) by an average
margin of 2.33 goals. Meanwhile, Fairfield is
looking to build off of the team's 5-4 win over
Rutgers, its first ECAC game and second home
win of the season. The Stags dropped their last
out-of-conference game to Ohio State.

NALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Charlie Cipriano 12
SPORT: Men's Lacrosse
ACHIEVEMENT: The highly-touted freshman from Williston Park, N.Y. is off to a 2-1
start. In the third start of his career, Cipriano held ECAC opponent Rutgers to just four goals.

FEMALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Kristen Coleman 11
SPORT: Women's Lacrosse
ACHIEVEMENT: Last season's freshman phenom continued her stunning collegiate debut
with a six-goal effort in the Stags' 19-12 win over Boston College last Thursday.
FORTUNE

and the journey's just begun
Day one. It's what you've been waiting for. When your career starts to take shape wi
training and support. When your skills are developed through experiences tailored t< ,
And when your success is driven by individual coaching/mentoring and counseling. From your
first day, we're committed to helping you achieve your potential. So, whether your career lies
assurance, tax, transaction or advisory services, shouldn't your day one be at Ernst & Young?

What's next for your future?
Visit ey.com/us/eyinsight and our Facebook page.
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Feed your future
See the difference 100
PwC interns made in Belize.
Begin at www.pwc.tv
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Peter Caty/The Mirror
An empty feeling: Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC) champions Siena (above) ended Fairfield's season in the semifinals of the MAAC Tournament in Albany, N.Y.

A bittersweet ending
MAAC favorite Siena overpowers the Stags,
ends Fairfield's tumultuous season
BY TOM CLEARY

The game was nearly over before it started.
Four minutes into the
MAAC tournament semifinals matchup
between Siena
and Fairfield, it
was clear which
team was to be
victorious.
COOLEY
When Siena point guard
Ronald Moore connected on a jump
shot with 14:54 remaining in the
first half to give the Saints a 16-6
lead, the Stags (17-15) hopes of a
shocking upset were all but crushed.
Moore and the Saints (25-7) raced
out to a dominating start, with
Moore delivering nine assists on
the Saints first ten baskets en route
to a tournament-record 14 assists
in the game.
"They came out right from
the giddy up and dictated pace,"
Fairfield head coach Ed Cooley said.
"I thought we were a little tired and
they were able to take advantage of
our weaknesses.

"We played a very good team in
their building," he added.
While Siena entered the game
expecting a victory, head coach
Fran McCaffery said he did not
expect it to be easy.
"We knew we were going
to get a great fight from them,"
McCaffery said. "I thought the
beginning of the game would be
very important ... if you were
going to draw it up, you wouldn't
have drawn it up any different
than that."
It would be the Saints, favored
to win the conference from the
start of the season, who would go on
to defeat Niagara in the championship game and earn a second straight
NCAA tournament berth, while the
Stags rollercoaster ride of a season
came to a close.
The loss to Siena came a day
after fifth-seeded Fairfield earned a
minor upset of No.4-seeded Manhattan, 68-61.
In that game, junior Mike
Evanovich scored 18 points, senior
Herbie Allen added 17 points and
Yorel Hawkins recorded a doubledouble from sophomore Yorel Hawkins (12 points, 11 rebounds) to pace
the Stags.

In addition, junior Greg Nero
returned from a three-week absence
due to a back injury, but was still far
from 100 percent. In just 19 minutes
of play, he scored 11 points, including the Stags first eight points of the
second half when they stormed back
from a nine-point deficit to take a lead
they would not relinquish again.
But it was a much different story
against Siena. The Stags were clearly
outmatched. Nero was ineffective after
expending most of his energy against
the Jaspers. Allen did manage to close
his career with a 19-point effort.
With the loss, an arduous
senior season came to a close for
Allen, who averaged 18 points in
the two tournament games. He was
forced to move into a bigger role
following Han's departure.
"It was a challenge at first, but
I got used to it," Allen said. "Coach
gave me the confidence to lead this
team. I felt prepared, I felt that I
was working this season."
"I can't tell you how proud I am
of our kids," Cooley said. "I am very
sad for my senior Herbie, the fact that
this is his last game, but I am very
excited we were even able to play in
this game. Hopefully this is a learning
experience for us."

Lowenthal, women's basketball
fall to Canisius in semifinals
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

The scene at the Times Union Center in Albany was a
familiar one. For the second straight year, the No. 3-seeded
women's basketball team beat No. 6 Siena in the MAAC tournament quarterfinals. Unfortunately, the Stags also lost to the
No. 2 seed in the semifinals for the second year in a row.
Last year, it was seniors Sabra Wrice, Meka Werts and
Steph Cziria who left the court for the last time as Stags.
This year, seniors Megan Caskin, Lauren Groom, Baendu
Lowenthal and Shireyll Moore, a huge core of the team,
ended their careers in red. During a media timeout in the
second half of the final game, head coach Joe Frager talked
to his players about their final season.
"We talked about legacy and our kids playing hard all
the way to the end," Frager said. "I'm so proud of the effort
they gave today. Our seniors battled all the way to the end.
They didn't quit, they came to play this weekend."
The women's basketball team endured a rollercoaster
season this year. The Stags had a rocky start and sat at 8-8
midway through the season. Then, the team caught fire and
won eight-consecutive games, including wins over thenNo.20 Marist and also Canisius, the top two seeds in the
tournament. But Fairfield ended the way it started, going
1-4 in its last five games before traveling up to Albany.
But a 61-55 overtime win against the Saints restored
hope that the Stags could make another run.
"Sometimes you just need to break through and get
a win," said Frager. "But at the end of the year, records
don't mean anything. Teams are desperate for seeding and
SEE "STAGS
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